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ABSTRACT
As technology advances into the nanometer territory, the interconnect
delay has become a ﬁrst-order eﬀect on chip performance. To handle
this eﬀect, the X-architecture has been proposed for high-performance
integrated circuits. The X-architecture presents a new way of orienting
a chip’s microscopic interconnect wires with the pervasive use of diagonal routes. It can reduce the wirelength and via count, and thus improve
performance and routability. Furthermore, the continuous increase of
the problem size of IC routing is also a great challenge to existing routing
algorithms. In this paper, we present the ﬁrst multilevel framework for
full-chip routing using the X-architecture. To take full advantage of the
X-architecture, we explore the optimal routing for three-terminal nets
on the X-architecture and develop a general X-Steiner tree algorithm
based on the delaunay triangulation approach for the X-architecture.
The multilevel routing framework adopts a two-stage technique of coarsening followed by uncoarsening, with a trapezoid-shaped track assignment embedded between the two stages to assign long, straight diagonal
segments for wirelength reduction. Compared with the state-of-the-art
multilevel routing for the Manhattan architecture, experimental results
show that our approach reduced wirelength by 18.7% and average delay
by 8.8% with similar routing completion rates and via counts.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As integrated circuit geometries keep shrinking, interconnect delay
has become the dominant factor in determining circuit performance.
To minimize interconnect delay, two key IC technologies have been introduced: (1) copper and low-k dielectrics have replaced aluminum (as
of the 180-nm and 130-nm nodes), reducing both resistance and capacitance, and (2) the ICs have been adapted to a new interconnect
architecture, called the X-architecture, to shorten interconnect length
and thus circuit delay.
The traditional Manhattan architecture has its obvious advantages
of easier design (placement, routing, etc), but it adds signiﬁcant and
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needless wirelength over the Euclidean optimum. As reported in [22],
the average Manhattan wirelength is signiﬁcantly longer than the average Euclidean distance. As shown in [1, 21, 23], the X-architecture’s
pervasive uses of diagonal routing can reduce wirelength and via count.
In addition, the wirelength and via count reduction make the routing
problem easier to solve, resulting in faster timing closure. These beneﬁts
contribute toward an increased probability of ﬁrst-silicon success.
The most prevailing consortium that advocates routing at 45-degree
increments is the X-initiative [1]. While lithographic considerations
can impinge on the use of arbitrary angles for wiring, the use of 45degree wires is fully supported by nearly all current manufacturing technologies. Recently, Toshiba and Cadence have launched the industry’s
ﬁrst commercial system-on-chip (SoC) devices built on the innovative
X-architecture design. Toshiba says that the TC90400XBG digitalmedia application processor is approximately 11% faster than comparable Manhattan-layout embedded chips in its product line. Thus, the
X-architecture, the ﬁrst production-worthy approach to the pervasive
use of diagonal interconnect, shows promise to reduce the total interconnect while simultaneously improving the chip performance, power
and cost.
Routing complexity is also an important problem for modern routers.
To cope with the increasing complexity, researchers have proposed multilevel approaches to handle the problem [8, 9, 14, 15, 20]. The multilevel framework has attracted much attention in the literature recently [10]. It employs a two-stage technique: coarsening followed by
uncoarsening. The coarsening stage iteratively groups a set of circuit
components (e.g., circuit nodes, cells, modules, routing tiles, etc.) based
on a predeﬁned cost metric, until the number of components being considered falls below a certain threshold. Then, the uncoarsening stage
iteratively ungroups a set of previously clustered circuit components
and reﬁnes the solution by using a combinatorial optimization technique (e.g., simulated annealing, local reﬁnement, etc). The multilevel
framework has been successfully applied to partitioning, ﬂoorplanning,
placement and routing in VLSI physical design.
Figure 1 shows our multilevel framework for the X-architecture. To
take full advantage of the X-architecture, we explore the optimal routing for three-terminal nets on the X-architecture and develop a general
X-Steiner tree (XST) algorithm based on the delaunay triangulation
approach for the X-architecture. Given a netlist, we ﬁrst run the XST
algorithm to construct the topology for each net. We then decompose
each net into 2-pin connections, with each connection corresponding to
an edge of the XST. Our multilevel framework starts from coarsening
the ﬁnest tiles of the lowest level. At each level, pattern routing for
the X-architecture is used for routability-driven global routing. After
the coarsening stage, we perform a trapezoid-shaped track assignment
for diagonal segments. Most long, straight diagonal segments get trackassigned, and thus we can get lots of run-time improvement—the trackassignment process not only takes less computation time than detailed
maze routing but also, only short segments (segments in lower levels)
are delegated to the detailed router. In the uncoarsening stage, the
unroutable nets are re-tried by point-to-path maze routing, rip-up and
re-route to reﬁne the routing solution level by level. Compared with
the state-of-the-art multilevel routing [14] for the Manhattan architecture, experimental results show that our approach reduced wirelength
by 18.7% and average delay by 8.8% with similar routing completion
rates and via counts. The results show the promise of our approach.
It should be noted that the 18.7% improvement in wirelength is significantly better than the 11% improvement obtained by Toshiba’s tool for
routing its TC90400XBG digital-media application processor, as mentioned earlier. The diﬀerence also implicitly reveals the eﬀectiveness of
our multilevel routing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
routing model for the multilevel routing framework. Section 3 presents
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our novel multilevel routing framework for the X-architecture. Experimental results are shown in Section 4. In Section 5, we summarize our
contributions and suggest future directions for research.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Routing Model
Routing in modern IC’s is a very complex process, so we cannot
easily obtain solutions directly. Our routing algorithm is based on a
graph-search technique guided by the congestion information associated
with routing regions and topologies, which assigns higher costs to nets
passing through congested areas to balance the net distribution among
routing regions. In this paper, we consider the four-layer routing cases
for experiments on the X-architecture. In these cases, the ﬁrst two
layers are routed in the preferred direction H and V. Layers 3 and 4
are routed at eight compass directions (which is called liquid routing)
to reduce the number of vias [1, 23].
Before we can apply the graph-search technique to multilevel routing,
we ﬁrst need to model the routing resource as a graph whose topology
can represent the chip structure. Figure 2 illustrates the graph modeling. For the modeling, we ﬁrst partition a chip into an array of rectangular subregions, each of which may accommodate tens of routing
tracks in each dimension. These subregions are usually called global
cells (GCs). A node in the graph represents a GC in the chip, and
an edge denotes the boundary between two adjacent GCs. Then we
add some diagonal edges to connect each two diagonal adjacent nodes
to obtain the multilevel routing graph G0 for the X-architecture. Each
edge is assigned a capacity according to the physical area or the number
of tracks of a tile. A global router ﬁnds GC-to-GC paths for all nets on
G0 to guide the detailed router. The goal of global routing is to route
as many nets as possible while meeting the capacity constraint of each
edge and any other constraint, that is speciﬁed.

2.2

Multilevel Routing Model

As illustrated in Figure 1, G0 corresponds to the routing graph of the
level 0 of the multilevel coarsening stage. At each level k, our global
router just ﬁnds routing paths for the local nets (or local 2-pin connections) (those nets [connections] that entirely sit inside GCk+1 ). After
the global routing is performed, we merge four GCk of Gk into a larger
GCk+1 and at the same time perform resource estimation for use at
level k + 1. Coarsening continues until the number of GCs at a level,
say the k-th level, is below a threshold. After ﬁnishing coarsening, a
trapezoid-shaped track assignment is performed to assign the longer,
straight diagonal segments to underlying routing resources. The uncoarsening stage task is to reﬁne the routing solution of the unassigned
segments that belong to level k where both pins are located in GCk+1 .
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During uncoarsening, the unroutable nets are directed to perform by
point-to-path maze routing or rip-up and re-route, to reﬁne the routing
solution. Then we proceed to the next level (level k − 1) of uncoarsening by expanding each GCk to four ﬁner GCk−1 . The process continues
until we go back to level 0 when the ﬁnal routing solution is obtained.

3.

MULTILEVEL X ROUTING FRAMEWORK

Our multilevel routing algorithm is inspired by the work [14]. In the
coarsening stage, a fast congestion-driven pattern routing is used for
global routing, level by level. After the coarsening stage, we perform a
trapezoid-shaped track assignment for diagonal segments. Most longer,
straight diagonal segments get track-assigned, and thus can get lots
of run-time improvement—the track-assignment process not only takes
less computation time than detailed maze routing but also, only short
segments (segments in level 0 and level 1) are delegated to the detailed
router. In the uncoarsening stage, the unroutable nets are re-tried by
point-to-path maze routing, rip-up and re-route to reﬁne the routing
solution level by level.

3.1

X-Architecture Steiner Tree Construction

The Steiner minimal tree problem has been proven to be NP-hard
in [12]. In recent years, people have paid more attention to the algorithms for λ-geometry Steiner minimal tree problem. Coulston presented an exact algorithm for constructing exact octagonal Steiner minimal trees (OSMT) [11]. Kahng et al. proposed a highly scalable algorithm for both rectilinear and octilinear Steiner trees [16]. The most
recent progress is Zhu’s octilinear Steiner tree construction based on
spanning graphs [24]. In this paper, we propose an X-Steiner tree algorithm based on the delaunay triangulation approach. By the optimal
routing of each three-terminal net, we can extend the idea to construct
our X-Steiner tree in O(n lg n) time.

3.1.1

D

Three-Terminal Net Routing Based on X-Architecture

Without loss of generality, given a two-terminal net δ = (1, 2), its
optimal routing solution is one of the path around the parallelogram
formed by δ (see Figure 3). Also, given any three-terminal net Γ =
(1, 2, 3), if terminal 3 is located in the merged region of the two bounding
boxes of the other two terminals (see Figure 4), the optimal routing
solution is the octilinear minimum spanning tree (OMST) of Γ inside
this region.
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Lemma 1. The optimal routing solution of a three-terminal net, of
which one terminal is located in the merged region of the other two
terminals, is the OMST of it.
But if terminal 3 is not in the merged region, we can still ﬁnd the
optimal solution by connecting it to the nearest point of the previouslyformed two-terminal net. For example, given a two-terminal net δ =
(1, 2), the plane can be divided into eight octal regions as shown in
Figure 5. If terminal 3 is located in R2 (R2’), we connect it to the
Steiner point a (b), which is the apex of the parallelogram formed by
terminals 1 and 2, to obtain the optimal routing solution (see Figure 5).
If terminal 3 is located in R4 (R4’), we can take terminal 2 (1) as the
internal terminal inside the merged region of terminal 1 (2) and 3, and
the optimal routing solution can be obtained by Theorem 1. But if
terminal 3 is located in R1 (R1’, R3, or R3’), we divide the region into
R1a and R1b by the vertical line D passing through the point V (see
Figure 6 (a)). Without loss of generality, if terminal 3 is located in
R1a, we can take terminal 1 as the third terminal to connect it to the
Steiner point S of the two-terminal net formed by terminals 2 and 3 to
obtain the optimal routing solution (see Figure 6 (b)). If the connected
edge is perpendicular to the two-terminal net, we will reﬁne the solution
to a shorter wirelength. As shown in Figure 7, the reﬁnement
process
√
will change the T-shaped portion (with length equal to 3 2) of the net
shown in the center part of Figure 7(a) to the L-shaped one (with length
equal to 4) shown in Figure 7(b) to reduce the total wirelength.
The algorithm for three-terminal net routing on the X-architecture,
called X3TR, is summarized in Figure 8. Since the numbers of terminals
and wires being considered are both constant, we have the following
theorem:

Algorithm : X3TR (3-Terminal Net Routing on X-Architecture)
Input : A three-terminal net Γ = (α, β, γ);
Output : The optimal routing tree To
begin
1 if (ThirdInsideMergedRegion(Γ)==True)
2
To = OMST(Γ);
3 else
4
OutsidePT = FindOutsidePT(Γ);
5
if (OctalRegion(OutsidePT)==R4  R4’)
6
To = OMST(Γ);
7
else if (OctalRegion(OutsidePT)==R2  R2’)
8
SteinerPT = ApexOfParallelogram(OutsidePT);
9
To = OMST(Γ, SteinerPT);
10
else if (OctalRegion(OutsidePT)==R1  R1’  R3  R3’)
11
SteinerPT = VerticalOfParallelogram(OutsidePT);
12
To = OMST(Γ, SteinerPT);
end

Figure 8: Algorithm for three-terminal net routing based on Xarchitecture.

3.1.2

X-Steiner Tree Algorithm Based On Delaunay Triangulation

Since the optimal routing solution for each three-terminal net can be
found easily, we use the delaunay triangulation approach [3] to divide
all terminals into groups of three-terminal nets (see Figure 9 (a)). After
that, we compute the optimal wirelength of all three-terminal nets, and
sort them by their wirelength (see Figure 9 (b)). Further, we iteratively
pick up a group of three-terminal nets with the minimal wirelength,
then route and merge them to the X-Architecture Steiner Tree (XST)
until it is constructed.
The time complexity for building the delaunay triangulation is O(n lg n),
where n is the number of terminals [3]. And computing the optimal wire
length of all three-terminal nets and sorting also take O(n lg n) time.
Thus, the total time complexity for the XST construction is O(n lg n)
time.
Theorem 2. The XST construction runs in O(n lg n) time, where
n is the number of terminals.
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Algorithm : X-Architecture Steiner Tree
Input : Delaunay Triangulation DT of terminal set N
Output : X-Architecture Steiner Tree of DT
begin
1 For each terminal v in N
2
Set each v as a new subtree;
3 For each triangle T in DT
4
Compute the optimal wirelength of T ;
5 Sort the wirelength of each T in DT in increasing order;
6 while (the number of subtree > 1) do
7
Route the triangle with minimal wirelength;
8
Merge the three subtrees to a new subtree;
9
Reﬁne the routing result if needed;
end

Figure 10:
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The algorithm for building XST is stated in Figure 10, and the result
of Figure 9 (a) is shown in Figure 9 (c).

3.2

Routability-Driven Pattern Routing

Given a netlist, we ﬁrst run the XST algorithm to construct the topology for each net, and then decompose each net into 2-pin connections,
with each connection corresponding to an edge of the XST. Our multilevel framework starts from coarsening the ﬁnest tiles of level 0. At
each level, tiles are processed one by one, and only local nets (connections) are routed. The global routing which is based on the approach
used in the pattern router [17] for the X-architecture, ﬁrst routes local
nets (connections) on the tiles of level 0. Figure 11 illustrates the pattern routing for the X-architecture. Let the multilevel routing graph
Gi = (Vi , Ei ). We deﬁne Re = { e ∈ Ei | e is the edge chosen to be
routed}. Then the cost of routing Re is deﬁned as:

ce ,
(1)
cost(Re ) =
e∈E

where ce is the congestion of edge e and is deﬁned by
ce = 1/2(pe −de ) ,
where pe and de are the capacity and density associated with e, respectively.
Pattern routing uses a 1-bend or a 2-bend route to make the connection, whichever gives the shortest path length between two points.
The wirelength is minimum, and thus we do not include it in the cost
function at this stage. We measure the routing congestion based on the
commonly used channel density. The channel density associated with
an edge of a multilevel graph is updated level-by-level for fast resource
estimation.
Our global router ﬁrst tries 1-bend pattern routing. If those routing
fails, we try 2-bend pattern routing. This can be considered as a simple
version of rip-up and re-route. If both pattern routes fail, we give up
routing the connection, and an overﬂow occurs. We refer to a failed
net (failed connection) as one causes an overﬂow. The failed nets (connections) will be reconsidered (reﬁned) at the uncoarsening stage. By
this, we can eﬃciently obtain a good initial solution for the subsequent
track assignment since pattern routing enjoys very low time complexity
and uses fewer resources due to its simple 1-bend and 2-bend routing
patterns.
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Trapezoid-Shaped Track Assignment

Due to the lithography issues of nanometer technology, the high via
count is more likely to reduce yield. Reducing the number of vias is
one of the key challenges for today’s routers. In Figure 12, we show the
diﬀerence of a two-pin connection between the Manhattan and the Xarchitecture. In this example, the total wirelength of the √
X-architecture
is less than that of the Manhattan architecture (1 + 2 2 ≈ 3.828 <
5). But the via count of the X-architecture is larger than that of the
Manhattan architecture (3 > 1). Therefore, if the wirelength of the
two-pin net is short, the delay caused by via increase may oﬀset the
gains in the reduction of wirelength[23].
To overcome the drawback of via increase and fully utilize the beneﬁt
of wirelength reduction of the X-architecture, we assign only the long
diagonal segments to tracks for better delay reduction.
In the gridded environment, each grid is λ apart from its immediate
neighbors, where λ is the minimum spacing requirement dictated by
the physical design rules. For the Manhattan architecture, this constitutes a perfect environment because there is at least λ distance between
every gridpoint. But for the X-architecture, this commonly used gridbased model has a drawback: as shown in Figure 13(a), if a gridpoint
has a 45(135)-degree wire passing through, topological design rules of
the minimum spacing requirement
dictates that the adjacent gridpoints
√
cannot be used for routing ( 2λ/2 < λ).
To overcome this drawback, we shift the aligned tracks to the virtual
tracks for meeting the design rules (see Figure 13(b)). Although the
virtual tracks are not aligned on the grids, we can use short wrong-way
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jogs, which are used on the non-preferred direction routing layer and
thus include no vias, to connect the end points to the nearest grid.
In this paper, we propose a fast track assignment heuristic for long
diagonal segments. After the coarsening stage, we get several long diagonal segments. To simplify the track assignment problem, we trackassign only segments which span more than one complete diamondshaped global cell and delegate short segments to the detailed router.
The track assigner works on a trapezoid-shaped row or column of the
diamond-shaped global cell array one at a time (see Figure 14). Each
trapezoid-shaped row (column) is called a trapezoid panel .
Let T be the set of tracks inside a trapezoid panel. Let  be the set
of segments which need to be track assigned in this panel. Each track
t ∈ T can be represented by its set of constituent
 contiguous intervals.
Denoting these intervals by xi , we have t ≡
xi , Each of this xi is
either
• a blocked interval, where no segment from  can be assigned,
• an occupied interval, where segments from  has been assigned,
or
• a free interval, where no segment from the set  has yet been
assigned.
A segment seg ∈  is called a left (right) segment, if the left- (right) end terminal is in the left (right) zone. If a segment is said to be
assignable to t ∈ T , t ≡ xi , iﬀ xi ∩ seg = ø, it implies that either xi
is a free interval or it is an interval occupied by a segment of the same
net. Thus, a trapezoid-shaped track assignment problem can be deﬁned
as follows:
Trapezoid-Shaped Track Assignment Problem: Given a set of
tracks T in a trapezoid panel and a set of segments , and a cost function
F :  × T −→ N , which represents the cost of assigning a segment to

Diamond-shaped
global cell

Trapezoid panel

Figure 14:

Trapezoid panel.

Figure 16:

Solution to the trapezoid-shaped track assignment
problem given in Figure 15.

a track, ﬁnd an assignment that minimizes the sum of the costs of the
assignment.
In our implementation, we have considered the basic cost metrics
such as the planar anchoring cost and the track and via obstruction
cost deﬁned in [2]. To better utilize the tracks in the trapezoid panel,
we will try to assign the left and right segments to the tracks in the
bottom-up fashion. After these segments have been assigned, other
segments are assigned by the well-known left-edge algorithm [13] for
eﬃcient track assignability.
An example is shown in Figure 15, and the solution is shown in
Figure 16. After the track-assignment phase, we use the short wrongway jogs, which include no vias, to connect the two-end terminals to
their nearest grid point. After that, we can perform point-to-path maze
routing to complete both end points, which span at most two global
cells.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented our multilevel X routing system in the C++ language on a 1 GHz SUN Blade 2000 workstation with 1GB memory. We
compared our results with [14] based on the six benchmark circuits provided by the authors (see Table 1 for the benchmark circuits). In Table
1, “Circuits” denotes the names of the circuits, “Size” gives the layout dimensions, “#Layers” denotes the number of routing layers used,
and “#Nets” represents the number of two-pin connections after net
decomposition.
Experimental results on wirelength, the number of vias, the routing
completion rate, and average net delay are listed in Table 2, where
“Davg ” represents the average net delay. To perform experiments on
timing-driven routing, we used the same resistance and capacitance
parameters as those used in [14] for comparison. A via is modeled as
the π-model circuit, with its resistance and capacitance being twice
those of a wire segment. Compared with [14], the experimental results
show that our multilevel X router reduced the wirelength and average
delay by about 18.7% and 8.8% with similar routability and number of
vias in shorter running time. The improvement of via count is not as we
expected, because the work of [14] uses four layers for track assignment
which reduces lots of vias, and our multilevel X router just use top-two
layers instead.
It should be noted that the 18.7% improvement in wirelength is significantly better than the 11% improvement obtained by Toshiba’s tool for
routing its TC90400XBG digital-media application processor, as mentioned earlier. The diﬀerence also implicitly reveals the eﬀectiveness of
our multilevel routing.
The experimental results also reveal the eﬀectiveness of the interme-
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49131
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1034

59.8
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65798
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65018
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1068

198.1

Comp.

1.19

1.00

1.00
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1.13

1

1

1

1
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Table 2: Results of wirelength, via counts, completion rate, delay, and run-time comparison.

Circuits

Size (μm)

#Layers

#Nets

#Pins

S5378

4330x2370

4

3124

4734

S9234

4020x2230

4

2774

4185

S13207

6590x3640

4

6995

10562

S15850

7040x3880

4

8321

12566

S38417

11430x6180

4

21035

32210

S38584

12940x6710

4

28177

42589

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

Table 1: Benchmark circuits.
[11]
diate stage of track assignments, because most longer, straight diagonal segments that get track-assigned can take full advantage of the Xarchitecture. Furthermore, the XST algorithm can also reduce the wirelength and average net delay. Thus, the results show that our new multilevel X routing framework is capable of handling the X-architecture
for interconnect optimization.

[12]

[13]

[14]

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel framework for fast multilevel
routing for the X-architecture. The experimental results have shown
that our approach is very eﬃcient and eﬀective, and that the multilevel framework for the X-architecture is an elegant framework for large
SoC, ASIC, and application-speciﬁc standard product (ASSP) designs.
Our future work lies in an integrated multilevel placement and routing
system for the X-architecture.
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